
Night Photography – Long Exposures  Briefing Sheet 
   
Photographic Task and Camera operation    
 
 Description of Task   Deadline:  None 
Exploration of Long Exposure / Light painting techniques    
 

Tutor   

 PB  
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Taking pictures at night or in low light levels can be a lot of fun. Even 

in the days of film many photographers experimented with this 

technique.  But in the day of digital cameras it is even easier than 

before, because you get an instant review of what you and your 

camera have captured.  A sturdy tripod is an absolute necessity, which 

allows you to capture sharp images and remove any chance of camera 

shake. Another useful piece of equipment when taking pictures at 

nights is to have a head torch, with a red LED facility! 

Long exposure photography involves the shutter opening for extended 

durations compared to the normal high speed shutter speeds used in 

everyday photography. Long exposure are usually in the range from 

from 1/30th to 30 seconds on many modern electronic cameras. 

Longer exposures are possible with the use of a  cable release or other 

high tech options such as wirless release! 

A long exposure will capture stationary objects within the scene while 

blurring or obscurring moving objects. Long exposure in the daytime 

can be achieved, by using ‘Neutral Density ‘ filters. But when taking  

long exposures at night moving lights create light trails.  

Using a long exposure allows the sensor (or film) to absorb more of 

the available light, so creating a brighter representastion of the scene 

being captured. The resulting image can be stunning, when compared 

to what the human eye sees. 

Most digital cameras can take an exposure for as long at thirty 

seconds, the more advanced cameras may have a ‘B’ setting; it stands 

for ‘Brief or Bulb’. If your camera has this facility you can use a 

lockable cable release to lock the shutter open for as long as you 

want. If you only need to take exposure of 30 seconds  or less, you can 

use the cameras built-in self-timer to release the shutter and avoid 

the chance of camera shake. 

However, long exposure times and the associated extended 

processing time means your battery is going to be pushed to the limit, 

so check its fully charged and take a few spares with you.  

In addition many cameras have a built in flash, make sure that you 

disable it.  

One thing you need to know about long exposure times is that your 

camera may need the same amount of time to process the image and 

save it to your memory card. If the exposure is in minutes, be 

prepared to wait a while before you can take another photo! 

To configure your camera for night-time photography you will need to shoot in ‘Manual’ mode, manual focus, 

and use a preset white balance. You will usually get more staurated colours if you set your cameras white balance 

to ‘Daylight’.  If you are not satisfied with the colours recorded, try other white balance options to see which 

gives you the best result .  Do not use Auto White Balance as colours may be subdued.  If your camera can shoot 

‘RAW’ use this and process the images later with software. 

If your camera does not have a fully manual mode use  ‘TV’ mode which is shutter priority mode. Set the shutter 

speed and let the camera work out the aperture, you can also play with the ISO setting to help control the results.  
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The general rule for night photography is to use the lowest ISO possible and an aperture 2 or 3 stops down (in the 

middrange of your apertures)  from the widest aperture of the lens you are using. 

To get the best results you might think that a  high ‘ISO’ is required, but usually this just creates more ‘Noise’. Set 

the ‘ISO’ to a setting that will give you the quality you require; usually 400 ISO is a good starting point, but 

depending on the illumination lower ISO settings may be possible.  

Many cameras have  the facility to switch on ‘Nosie Reduction’ for both ‘High ISO’ and ‘Long Exposure’ times 

(experiment with these options to see which you prefer – ON or OFF). Remember this will extend the processing 

time of the images you are taking. Buit software noise reduction is also possible if you set the camara  to shoot 

RAW. 

Now you have got the camera set up for exposure,  remember to focus the camera manually especially in very 

low illumination;  make sure the subject is framed correctly. You can now begin experimenting with various 

shutter and aperture combination to see what can be recorded.  

If the initial image is too dark extend the exposure time, or open the aperture to a wider setting, or change the 

ISO setting to a higher setting. 

If the inage is too light shorten the exposure time,  or close the aperture to a smaller setings, or lower the ISO 

setting. DO NOT BE AFRAID TO EXPERIMENT! 

The main thing is to have fun doing this sort of photography,  but while you undertake this activity make sure you 

are safe and that your activities will not put anyone else in danger. A guide to typical exposure times is given 

below.  The settings are for ISO 400: 

Subject Shutter Speed Aperture 

Fireworks 30 sec f/8 - 11 

Floodlit Building 1/2sec f/8 -11 

Subject lit by firelight 1/2sec f/5.6 - 11 

Typical street scene with normal illumination 1/2sec f/8 -11 

Shop window 1/8sec f/8- 11 

Brightly lit street scene (maybe with Christmas lights) 1/15sec f/8 - 11 

Neon sign and brightly lit theatre districts 1/30sec f/8 - 16 

 


